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            ROME 

ASK FOR MORE DETAILS TODAY! 

Subject to availability and cost change. 

Skip the line Vatican Museums & St. Peter's Basilica 
No trip to Rome would be complete without a visit to the Vatican. 

Explore St Peter’s Basilica, see the magnificent museums and                   

experience the beauty of the Sistine Chapel!  

From 

Adult £51 

Child £41 

Rome Hop-on/Hop-off Double Decker Bus Tour 

Discover the best of Rome at your own pace with a combined 48-

hour ticket hop-on hop-off sightseeing bus and a skip-the-line    

entrance ticket to some of the best-loved landmarks.   

Adult £22 

Child £10 

Day Trip to Naples and Pompeii 
Take this wonderful journey through hillside Vineyards and across 

the beautiful Gulf of Naples to Mount Vesuvius to discover the 

amazing history of Pompeii.  

Adult £95 

Child £75 

 
The Omnia Vatican and Rome Pass 
With the OMNIA Vatican and Rome card you will get to visit the 

must-see attractions of Rome within a three-day period, with skip 

the line access this ticket is a money-saving, time-saving must!  

Adult £103 

Child £73 

Classical Rome Tour 
This morning tour is a great introduction to the Eternal City as it 

takes you to some of her best known and best loved landmarks.  

Imperial Rome Elite Walking Tour  
Experience ancient Rome's most famous landmarks on this                       

fascinating walking tour. The tour includes special skip-the-line                 

access to the Colosseum and Roman Forum.  

Rome by Night with Dinner 
This charming evening tour combines a typical Italian dinner in a 

traditional restaurant accompanied by local wines with a panoramic 

night time tour of Rome.  

Roman Crypts and Catacombs Tour 
Discover a different side of Rome and millenniums of history as you 

descend into the Eternal city’s underground burial chambers and 

explore its long winding catacombs and crypts on this unique tour.   

Adult £29 

Child £22 

 

Adult £28 

Child £5 

Adult £65 

Child £62 

 

Adult £70 

Child £56 

From                  

Adult £44 

Child £35 


